
Euston approaches and Adelaide Road design engagement (July 2018) 

In July 2018, the latest information on the layout of the rail approaches and the tunnel entrances 

to the north of the station was shared and we sought your feedback on the proposals for the 

above ground structures in the approaches and at Adelaide Road. 

Five events were held and a total of 98 people attended. People were able to provide comments 

at the events and also online or by return to the Freepost address provided. The feedback 

received will be used to inform the next stages of design and fed into the next round of 

engagement. Below is a summary of the comments that were received; 

Design changes to the reference design 

- Welcome design refinements, move of portal, reduction in bridge demolitions and need for 

fewer barettes 

- Substation should be relocated to Granby Terrace away from houses 

- Substation should be enclosed to reduce visual impact 

- Clear sections through the tunnels/cavern/tracks requested 

 

The material finishes of the head houses 

- London stock and more red brick or timber preferred 

- John Nash style preferred 

- Red and blue engineering brick are appropriate to railway context 

- Gates to match others on Park Village East 

- Shaft building to be subservient to the other buildings in the street 

- Use of lighter coloured / more experimental material may be appropriate in more open and 

slightly less sensitive location. 

- Both structures could be interesting high quality modern designs as they will potentially be 

seen as sculptural 3D objects in longer views from across the cutting and the bridges 

- Timber not appropriate for the buildings in the cutting 

- Head houses should be disguised to resemble the Cottages and artist used to decorate all sides 

(Trompe l'oeil) 

- Nash Terraces were built to resemble a palace, so a headhouse could be made to look like a 

cottage 

 

Planting and ecology in the vicinity of the head houses 

- Planting and shrubbery welcomed but not sycamore/ash/ivy/Virginia creeper 

- Give consideration to varied planting and include cover and food for birds 

- Natural indigenous species beneficial to nature reserve at Adelaide Road 

- Sceptical of value of green roof on headhouse itself 

 

Headhouse boundary design 

- Design with sympathy to local ironwork and park, continue existing language along road 

- Reinstate railing 

- Concern about access gates taking up car bays 

 

 

 

 

 



Lorry routes 

- Concern about heavy traffic on Hampstead Road Bridge especially during rebuild 

- Mornington place to only be used in emergency 

- Pleased Harrington Street is not being used (during the main works contract) for construction 

vehicles 

- Entrance to the road on the Euston Cavern Headhouse should have a blended crossing to show 

priority for pedestrians over vehicles 

- Welcome that lorry routes are not along estate roads such as King Henrys 

 

Below are some frequently asked questions that arose during the events; 

When will the main works start in the Euston area? 

Detailed design of most aspects of the project will start in mid 2019. The detailed design process 

will clarify the construction methodology and programme for the main works. 

Are there earth anchors in Park Village East? 

Yes, there are earth anchors which will extend along the wall between Granby Terrace Bridge 

and Gloucester Gate which provide structural stability to the existing retaining wall. This will be 

the first main works activity in the Euston approaches and will take approximately nine months 

to complete. It is not anticipated that this work will generate any significant vibration or other 

impacts at the surface. 

How will construction vehicles access the sites? 

Access to all areas in the approaches will be via the existing site access at Granby Terrace Bridge, 

with lorries bringing materials to site from the HS2 lorry holding area at the London Zoo car 

park. The current plan is for lorries exiting the sites to do so via Granby Terrace Bridge onto 

Hampstead Road once the enabling works contractor has completed the construction of the new 

Granby Terrace Bridge. In addition, a loading bay area is being proposed on Park Village East 

near the head house location, to allow lorries to lower in materials to the site. This should not 

affect vehicle movements on the road or access to properties. The proposals for lorry routes 

have been developed since the engagement activity in 2018 and further information is provided 

below. 

When will work be finished in the approaches? 

Works in the Euston approaches are currently planned for completion in 2024. The main civils 

works (piling, material excavation and concrete pours) will finish before then and lorry 

movements will reduce from then. The remaining works will be fitting out the headhouse, 

mechanical and electrical work and cladding/finishing of the headhouse. 

Do you still need to do utility diversions in Ampthill Estate? 

Our current programme indicates that there will be far less utility diversion work needed in the 

Ampthill Estate area as a result of the refinements to the design. 

 


